FALL IN LOVE WITH COLOR!
BRIGHTEN UP INSIDE AND OUT
OUR PALETTE OF THE YEAR
PICK COLOR LIKE A PRO

Easy Dinner Tonight
p. 32

Boozy Root Beer Floats
p. 81
Traditional technique plus a mod palette adds up to seriously cool graphic rugs. From $89; aelhe.com

**OBSESSED WITH GRAPHIC GEOMETRY**

No matter how you feel about math, you'll be captivated by this new wave of geometrics. Classic graphic shapes are updated in punchy colors and imaginative configurations. Room-making statement or happy little accent—we can't get enough of these additions.
"Geometry is the archetype of the beauty of the world."
—JOHANNES KEPLER

**CHROMA MUG**
Elevate your coffee routine. $15; 843/375-6480 for retail stores

**GRANADA TILES**
Cement tiles in custom colors offer endless combinations. $8.09 per tile; granadatile.com

**BONJOUR! NOTECARD**
Pared-down meets whimsical in cards by star blogger Garance Doré. $4.50 each; riflepapercocm

**COLOR BLOCK PLATEAU BASKET**
Coffee table catchall or art wall accent; we love that profits go back to makers' communities. $75; indegoafrica.org

**TRIAD CABINET**
A toned-down approach that works in both neutral and colorful rooms. $449; cb2.com

**QUILT NO. 5**
An investment, yes. But this beautifully constructed quilt is a modern heirloom. $410; louisegray.com

**FRAGMENT CUSHION**
Abstract art reimagined as an organic cotton pillow. $82; cleverspaces.com

**YELLOW TRIANGLE COASTERS**
Adorable and artful—what more could your favorite glass want? $35 for four; wolfum.com

*Win!* Go to BHG.com/WinGeo March 13-19 for your chance to win our favorite geometric home decor. Details, page 138.